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Handout 3 	 Who	needs	a	laptop?
Handout 4 	 Whose	responsibility?
Handout 5		 Points	for	action
Handout 6 Self-study	tasks
Film clips ‘Castle	School	Animations’	(video	1)	 4:08 minutes
	 	 	 	To	view	the	film	clip,	go	to:	www.wmnet.org.uk/17.
cfm?s=17&m=119&p=97,view_resource&start= 
1&kw=&el=15&sc=0&id=537	and	click	on	‘View	the	item’.
	 	 	 ‘Who	needs	a	laptop?’	(video	2)		 2:33 minutes





Activities     Timings
Activity 1 What	can	ICT	offer	pupils	with	SEN	and/or	disabilities?	 10 minutes
Activity 2 Ways	of	thinking	about	ICT	for	pupils	with	SEN		
	 	 	 and/or	disabilities 15 minutes
Activity 3 Technology	to	help	pupils	learn 20 minutes
Activity 4 Technology	to	enable	learning 20 minutes
Activity 5 Review	and	reflection 10 minutes
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− how you could use ICT to remove barriers to participation
and learning
− that ICT can increase opportunities to include
pupils with SEN and/or disabilities
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Activity 1
What can ICT offer pupils with  





Approximate timing: 10 minutes
Required resources 
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− identify different ways ICT can support pupils
with SEN and/or disabilities
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What can ICT offer pupils with SEN
and/or disabilities?
− ICT can be motivating
− ICT presents information in different ways
− ICT offers an opportunity for social interaction
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Activity 2
Ways of thinking about ICT for pupils  
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− understand how we can categorise the use of ICT
to remove barriers to participation and learning
− understand how technology can be used for training and
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Now	show	slide	6.
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A taxonomy of e-inclusion
− Using technology to train or rehearse
− Using technology to assist learning
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Using technology to train or rehearse
“The major use of technology to train and rehearse has
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Film clip 	 ‘Castle	School	Animations’	(video	1)	 4:08 minutes
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Learning outcome
You will understand how to make sure that pupils who use
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− assistive and adaptive devices that promote independence
for disabled people
− the processes used in selecting and using these devices
Show	slide	10	and	use	Handout	2	to	expand	on	it.
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Using technology to help pupils learn
“…technology that assists is usually linked to the need to
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Activity 4
Technology to enable learning  
Learning outcome
Participants	will	appreciate	how	ICT	can	transform	teaching	and	learning.
Approximate timing: 20 minutes
Required resources 
Handout 2	 A	taxonomy	of	e-inclusion
Film clip 	 ‘Who	needs	a	laptop?’	(video	2)	 2:33 minutes
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Learning outcome
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Ask	participants	to	read	paragraph	4	of	Handout	2.	Use	this	paragraph	to	expand	on	slide	12.
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Using technology to enable learning
“…the use of technology makes learning possible where it was
not possible before… the signiﬁcant difference between this
case and the other two is that it is only through the use of
technology, albeit in a collaborative or supportive context,
that particular learning can take place. The use of technology
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− reﬂect on the session
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Handout 1
What can ICT offer learners with  
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Physical and sensory impairment
Visual	impairment	(SST	12)	"
Hearing	impairment	(SST	13)	"
Handwriting	(SST	14)	"
Developmental	coordination	disorder/dyspraxia	(SST	15)	"
Working in partnership
Working	with	colleagues	in	school	(SST	16)	"
Working	with	parents/carers	and	other	professionals	(SST	17)	"
